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Abstract
We propose a surface growth approach to reconstruct the bulk spacetime geometry, motivated by Huygens’
principle of wave propagation. We first construct a tensor network corresponding to a special surface growth
picture with spherical symmetry and fractal feature using the one-shot entanglement distillation (OSED)
method and show that the resulting tensor network is equivalent to the MERA-like tensor network, which
gives a proof that the MERA-like tensor network is indeed a discretized version of the time slice of AdS
spacetime, rather than just an analogy. Furthermore, we generalize the original OSED method to describe
more general surface growth picture by using of surface/state correspondence and generalized RT formula,
which leads to a more profound interpretation for the surface growth process and provides a concrete and
intuitive way for the idea of entanglement wedge reconstruction.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory (AdS/CFT) correspondence and the general
gauge/gravity duality not only provide powerful tools for studying strongly coupled quantum field
theories, but also provide new perspectives for studying quantum gravity, in which the quantum
field theory on the boundary is viewed as the quantum gravity description of the dual bulk gravity,
instead of quantizing the gravity directly [1–3]. To fully understand the duality between the bulk
and the boundary, it is important to study how the bulk gravitational theory can be constructed
from the boundary quantum field theory, this formalism is called the bulk reconstruction [13–20]. It
has been shown that the notion of quantum entanglement, especially the holographic description of
entanglement entropy, i.e. the holographic entanglement entropy, plays an essential role in the bulk
reconstruction. It was proposed by Ryu and Takayanagi (RT) and later generalized by Hubeny,
Rangamani and Takayanagi (HRT) that the entanglement entropy of a boundary subregion A of a
CFT is given by [4–6]
SA =
Area (γA)
4G
, (1)
where γA is the codimension-two bulk minimal surface which anchored on the boundary of A and
homologous to A, which can be called the RT surface, and G is the gravitational coupling constant.
Clearly, the RT formula eq.(1) shows connections between the boundary entanglement entropy with
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the bulk geometry, which indicates that the entanglement structure of boundary state may play
an important role in the emergence of the bulk theory.
In the project of bulk reconstruction, another important notion is the subregion duality [10], that
is, given a boundary subregion A, one can use the CFT operators within A rather than an entire
boundary timeslice to reconstruct the bulk operators in a specific bulk subregion corresponding
to A. It has been proposed that the appropriate bulk subregion dual to boundary subregion A
is the so-called entanglement wedge, which is defined as the bulk domain of dependence of any
homology hypersurface (i.e., a spatial codimension-one submanifold bounded by γA and A) for
the bulk minimal surface γA. The entanglement wedge reconstruction was originally conjectured
in [8–10], and established in [11–13] using the ideas of [7]. However, the existing derivations
of entanglement wedge reconstruction have been indirect, i.e., it relys on sheding the light of
modern quantum information theory onto the holographic principle. Here we propose a novel and
interesting surface growth scheme to provide a direct and concrete way to reconstruct the bulk
spacetime in the entanglement wedge. Our approach is natural and intuitive. We assume that
new minimal surfaces can still grow into bulk from the minimal surfaces which anchored on the
boundary, and so on, just as the Huygens’s picture of wave propagation, i.e., each sub-surface
becomes a new source for the next minimal surface to anchor on. We will show that the boundary
can detect and reconstruct the bulk information in this way. Interestingly, such a picture leads us
to the viewpoint of the tensor network.
Tensor network is a D + 1 dimensional discrete geometry, originally used in condensed matter
physics as an effective approximation of D dimensional quantum states. In particular, the mul-
tiscale entanglement renormalization ansatz (MERA) tensor network [31, 32] is a tensor network
representation of the ground state of critical quantum spin chains, which is extended by a dimen-
sion corresponding to the scale. In the AdS/CFT correspondence, the extra holographic dimension
in AdS spacetime can be considered as renormalization group scale in the dual field theory. There-
fore, from the holographic perspective, MERA was conjectured to describe a canonical time slice
of AdS spacetime, i.e., the hyperbolic plane [33–36]. Later on, it was argued that MERA on the
real line should be interpreted as a Poincare patch of de Sitter spacetime [37, 38]. Recently, by
using the path integral geometry [40, 41], [39] showed that the tensor network corresponding to
the hyperbolic plane should be a variant of MERA tensor network, namely, the Euclidean MERA,
while the traditional MERA describes neither the hyperbolic plane nor de Sitter spacetime, but an
intermediate geometry, namely, a light sheet. For more recent studies on relations between tensor
network and holography, see e.g. [46–55].
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In the present paper, we will use the method proposed in [30] to relate a tensor network with our
surface growth scheme. The method mainly develops the idea of one-shot entanglement distillation
(OSED), which states that the entanglement between subregions of some physical state can be
distilled out of the state as a large number of EPR pairs, which can then be considered as the
maximally entangled bonds of a projected entangled pair states (PEPS) network. We first construct
a tensor network corresponding to a special surface growth picture with spherical symmetry and
fractal feature, and will show that the resulting tensor network is equivalent to the MERA-like
tensor network. As it has been proved in [30], the tensor network constructed by this method can
reproduce the correct boundary state with high fidelity, and have a bulk geometry that matches
the bulk AdS spacetime perfectly. Therefore, if our tensor network is completely equivalent to
MERA-like network, we provide a way to prove that the geometry of MERA-like network is indeed
a discrete version of AdS spacetime, rather than just an analogy. Moreover, we further extend
the original OSED method to describe more general surface growth picture in the framework of
surface/state correspondence [21]. It turns out that this generalization leads to a more profound
understanding of the surface growth process and a meaningful conclusion, i.e., the grown extremal
surfaces within the entanglement wedge of a boundary subregion can indeed detect the information
inside the boundary subregion, which provides a concrete and intuitive way for the entanglement
wedge reconstruction.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we introduce and discuss the surface growth
scheme qualitatively. In section III, we construct a tensor network corresponding to a special surface
growth scheme using OSED method. In section IV, we argue that the tensor network constructed
in the previous section can be identified with the MERA-like tensor network. In senction V, we
generalize the original OSED method in the framework of surface/state correspondence to adapt
the more general surface growth scheme. Finally we give conclusions and discussions in section VI.
II. INTRODUCTION TO SURFACE GROWTH SCHEME
The basic idea of the surface growth proposal is as follows. In the present paper we will take
the AdS3 spacetime as an example (our approach is expected to apply for higher dimensional
spacetimes, but the details will be more complicated), its metric in the global coordinate is
ds2 = dρ2 + L2
(
− cosh2 ρ
L
dt2 + sinh2
ρ
L
dφ2
)
, (2)
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where L is the curvature radius of the AdS spacetime and the AdS boundary is located at ρ =
ρ0 →∞ and its spatial section is just a circle. While in the Poincare´ coordinate, the metric is
ds2 = L2
(
dz2 − dt2 + dx2
z2
)
, (3)
where the boundary is located at z = a → 0. Next, let us divide the spatial slice on the bound-
ary into N (which is large) equal segments in FIG.1(a). According to RT formula, each small
boundary subregion at least detects the nonlocal information about the global configuration of its
corrsponding RT surface. Now, if we consider two adjacent RT surfaces, and take one point on
each surface, such as its midpoint as in FIG.1(a), then one can image that from these two adjacent
points, a new minimal surface can continues to grow (or can be generated) so as to detect the infor-
mation of deeper bulk region. By iterating this process, it seems that the initial boundary regions
can probe the information deeper and deeper into the bulk, which means that the information in
these bulk regions can be reconstructed. This picture is very similar to Huygens’ principle of wave
propagation, that is, every sub-surface becomes a new “wave source”, just like the ripple or bubble
growing.
（b)（a)
A
FIG. 1: (a) A surface growth picture for AdS3, each two adjacent RT surfaces can generate a new minimal
surface of the next layer, and so on. Note that a boundary subregion A composed of n pieces, can only
grow n − 1 new small surfaces in the second layer, and so on, therefore the entire A region is expected to
grow only as deep as n layers in the bulk. (b) From another point of view, each component unit can be
considered as a tensor. Furthermore, if we choose the surface growth picture appropriately, the resulting
tensor network seems to correspond to the MERA-like tensor network.
For this surface growth scheme with special symmetry in FIG.1(a), intuitively, a boundary
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subregion A composed of n pieces can only grow n small surfaces in the first layer, and n − 1
new small surfaces in the second layer, and so on. By the time we get to the nth layer, there
is only one small surface. Thus the entire A region is expected to grow only as deep as n layers
in the bulk. Furthermore, it is easy to prove by contradiction that in the more general surface
growth picture, all of the bulk minimal surfaces growing out of A are also contained within the
entanglement wedge of A. As shown in FIG.2, supposing (1), adb is the RT surface corresponding
to A, and (2), there exists a bulk minimal surface extending to the outside of the entanglement
wedge of A, i.e., the outside of the RT surface of A, and we denote the part beyond the RT surface
as c. Since c is part of the bulk minimal surface, one should obtain c < d, and thus acb < adb,
but this is contradictory to (1), according to which, the adb surface should be the minimal surface
corresponding to A. Therefore, the bulk minimal surfaces growing out of A cannot exceed the
entanglement wedge of A, rather, they should be contained within it. Moreover, if the endpoints
for new growth are choosen to located closer to the boundaries of the previous surfaces, and N
is taken as a very large number, the envelope of these small minimal surfaces that grow out of A
should be exactly the minimal surface directly corresponding to A, because the perturbation of
each small segment of minimal surfaces in the figure will make the length of entire envelople larger.
Therefore, on the one hand, the bulk minimal surfaces growing out of a boundary subregion A
will not exceed the entanglement wedge of A, and on the other hand, it can reach anywhere in
the entanglement wedge. It can thus be considered that the information of these bulk regions can
be detected and reconstructed from the initial boundary regions in this way. Moreover, as long as
the extension of the minimal surface of concern is small enough, this detection is approximately
“local” (at least in the classical sense). In this paper, we will show that this surface growth scheme
of bulk reconstruction can be described reasonably and quantitatively, and thus provide a concrete
and intuitive way for the entanglement wedge reconstruction.
We can demonstrate the rationality of this idea qualitatively at least for the regions near the
spacetime boundary as follows: since the minimal surface just extends a small distance in the radial
direction away from the boundary, it can be considered that what we do is just taking the boundary
cutoff a little larger and regarding the envelope of these minimal surfaces as a new boundary, thus
we are just probing the bulk information at the new boundary. Actually, in the framework of
surface/state correspondence [21, 22], a generalized version of RT formula has been proposed,
which suggests that the extremal surfaces in any bulk regions have definite physical meanings.
More specifically, the surface/state correspondence claims that, if we consider an arbitrary closed
convex surface Σ in the bulk spacetime and a subregion ΣA of Σ, then this closed surface Σ and
6
Aa b
c
d
FIG. 2: The bulk minimal surfaces growing out of a boundary subregion A will not exceed the entanglement
wedge of A
the surface ΣA will correspond to quantum states described by density matrices ρ (Σ) and ρ (ΣA)
respectively, and the entanglement entropy SΣA of subregion ΣA with respect to the quantum state
ρ (Σ), i.e., the von Neumann entropy of ρ (ΣA) can be calculated by the area of the extremal surface
γΣA anchored on the boundary of ΣA, i.e.
SΣA =
Area
(
γΣA
)
4G
. (4)
Actually, it was shown by recent studies that these bulk extremal surfaces can also be
investigated equivalently from the viewpoint of cutoff-AdS/T T¯ -deformed CFT correspondence
(cAdS/dCFT) [23, 24]. By considering a family of theories T (µ) obtained by deforming a 2d CFT
using the T T¯ operator [25], cAdS/dCFT duality claims that the deformed theory T (µ) is dual to a
gravitational theory living in a finite region in AdS3 with a corresponding radial cutoff rc (µ), where
µ denotes the deformation parameter. In other words, as the boundary moves into the bulk, one
obtains a series of codimension-one hypersurfaces which are exactly where the T T¯ -deformed CFTs
live and their corresponding codimension-two time slices associated with the quantum states of the
T T¯ -deformed CFTs. It was thus proposed that the surface/state correspondence can be realized
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by the cAdS/dCFT correspondence to some extent, as long as one regards the states correponding
these co-dimension two time slices in the framework of surface/state correspondence as vacuum
states of the T T¯ -deformed CFTs in the framework of cAdS/dCFT duality [23]. In addition, it
has been also argued that the generalized RT formula still holds in cAdS/dCFT correspondence,
in which the area of the extremal surface ending on the cut-off surface measures the holographic
entanglement entropy in the T T¯ -deformed CFT [26–29]. And this is exactly consistent with our
qualitative arguement.
However, we would like to point out that the scheme proposed in this paper is not exactly the
same as the above two pictures. The objects we study directly are extremal surfaces in the bulk
spacetime, which grow directly on the extremal surfaces of the previous layer, and so on, while it
is not necessary to introduce the auxiliary closed surfaces as in surface/state correspondence or
cAdS/dCFT correspondence. We can intuitively name our picture as surface growth scheme. More
specifically, as will be shown below, we will use the so-called OSED method [30] to implement our
surface growth scheme.
III. CONSTRUCTING THE TENSOR NETWORK
So far we have proposed a “surface growth” scheme to reconstruct the bulk spacetime. However,
from another point of view, each component unit, namely, each sub-surface, can be considered as
a tensor. Furthermore, intuitively, if we choose the surface growth picture appropriately, as shown
in FIG.1(b), then we can obtain a corresponding tensor network which seems to be equivalent to
the traditional MERA tensor network.
Actually, a general procedure called one-shot entanglement distillation (OSED) has been pro-
posed in [30] to construct a tensor network, which can approximate the boundary state with high
accuracy, while the underlying geometry of the network can match the discrete version of dual bulk
spacetime. In a sense, its construction method is also somewhat a picture of “growth”. Intuitively,
it constructs a complete tensor network by adding the tensors inductively according to some certain
order of a serious of nonintersecting RT surfaces, which cut the bulk into many pieces. Each piece
bounded by the RT surfaces in the bulk corresponds to a tensor in the final network, whose legs
corresponds to the RT surfaces bound the piece. Notice that all of these bulk extremal surfaces
here grow out directly from the boundary of spacetime, and this is equivalent to grow out from the
particular points very close to the ends of the previous extremal surfaces. The principle of OSED
construction is briefly reviewed as follows.
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In quantum information theory, for a state |ϕ〉⊗m obtained by the direct product of a large m
number of copies of an arbitrary quantum state |ϕ〉 ∈ HA ⊗HAc , there exists an operation called
entanglement distillation, which can approximate it with high fidelity as a state described by a
large n number of Bell pairs manifestly encoding the entanglement between A and its complement
Ac, where n satisfies a fixed asymptotic ratio relation nm ≈ S(A)ln 2 and S(A) denotes the entanglement
entropy of A, i.e. [30, 45]
|ϕ〉⊗m ≈ (W ⊗ V )
 1√
D
eS(A)m−O(
√
m)∑
i=0
|i¯i〉 ⊗
eO(
√
m)∑
j=0
√
pj |jj¯〉
 , (5)
where W and V are isometries that embedded these auxiliary Hilbert spaces of size eS(A)m−O(
√
m)
and eO(
√
m) along with their complex conjugate Hilbert spaces, back into the physical space HA⊗
HAc . In particular, since it is widely believed that having a gravity dual that looks like Einstein
gravity coupled to matter requires a CFT with strong coupling and a large number of degrees of
freedom (“large N”), [30] demonstrated that this kind of semiclassical holographic limit of a single
holographic state |Ψ〉 can play the same information-theoretic role as the limit of a large number
of identical copies of a single, non-holographic state |ϕ〉 in non-holographic quantum information
theory. More explicitly, it was shown that due to the holographic limit, for a reduced CFT density
matrix ρA of a holographic CFT full and pure state |Ψ〉 describing a subregion A of the CFT, one
can always find a so-called “smoothed state” ρεA to approximate it with very high fidelity, which is
obtained by performing a “smoothing” operation on the original state ρA, and satisfying
rank (ρεA) = e
SA+O(
√
SA),
pmax (ρ
ε
A) = e
−SA+O(
√
SA),
(6)
where pmax (ρ
ε
A) is the largest eigenvalue of ρ
ε
A, and SA denotes the entanglement entropy of A,
i.e., the von Neumann entropy of ρA. Note that the original subregion state ρA can be described
by the Schimidt decomposition of the original full pure state |Ψ〉,
|Ψ〉 =
∑
n
√
pn|n〉A|n〉B, (7)
where {pn} are the eigenvalues of the reduced density matrix ρA of subregion A and that of its
complement ρB simultaneously. Then the first key point of OSED is to describe the smoothed
state ρεA by the similar decomposition of the corresponding smoothed full state |Ψε〉 which also
approximates the original full state |Ψ〉 with high accuracy,
|Ψε〉 =
∑
n
√
p˜n|n〉A|n〉B , (8)
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with {p˜n} are the eigenvalues of the smoothed state ρεA. Next, one can rearrange these basis
eigenstates such that their probability spectrum p˜n is monotonically decreasing, i.e. p˜n+1 ≤ p˜n ,
and break the resulting sum into blocks of size ∆, which will be determined as ∆ = eSA−O(
√
SA)
later. One can thus take the average of the eigenvalues of each block as p˜avgn∆ , and approximate the
smoothed state as [30]
|Ψε〉 =
rank[ρεA]/∆−1∑
n=0
∆−1∑
m=0
√
p˜n∆+m|n∆ +m〉A|n∆ +m〉B
=
eO(
√
S)∑
n=0
eS−O(
√
S)∑
m=0
√
p˜avgn∆ |n∆ +m〉A|n∆ +m〉B. (9)
Finally, one obtains the following tensor representation of the full holographic state, which is
quite similar to the eq.(5). (From now on, we will omit the ε for convenience, and adopt a convention
that up-indices denote outward-pointing legs of tensor, while down-indices denote inward-pointing
legs.)
ΨAB = V BβαW
A
β¯α¯φ
αα¯σββ¯ = (V ⊗W )(|φ〉 ⊗ |σ〉) (10)
where a maximally entangled state |φ〉 ⊗ |σ〉 has been constructed (“distilled out”), with
|φ〉 =
eS−O(
√
S)∑
m=0
|mm¯〉αα¯,
|σ〉 =
eO(
√
S)∑
n=0
√
p˜avgn∆ |nn¯〉ββ¯.
(11)
and their Hilbert space dimensions are
dimHα = eS−O(
√
S),
dimHβ = eO(
√
S).
(12)
And the isometris V and W , which correspond to the entanglement wedge of B and A respectively,
map the arbitrarily chosen bases of these auxiliary Hilbert spaces and the corresponding bases
in their complex conjugate Hilbert spaces into the eigenstates of the smoothed states ρB and ρA
respectively, namely,
V : Hβ ⊗Hα → HB,
V |n〉β|m〉α = |n∆ +m〉B.
(13)
and
W : Hβ¯ ⊗Hα¯ → HA,
W |n〉β¯|m〉α¯ = |n∆ +m〉A.
(14)
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Obviously, according to eq.(12), the logarithm of the bond dimension, i.e. the Hilbert space dimen-
sion of |φ〉 corresponds to the entanglement entropy of A exactly, while |σ〉 should be interpreted
as the quantum fluctuation. The graphical representation of this procedure is shown in FIG.3. We
thus accomplish the one-shot entanglement distillation (OSED) for a holographic state, and [30]
shows that by iterating the OSED procedure on a holographic state, we can construct a PEPS-
style tensor network for the state. If one considers this holographic state as the boundary state of
some dual bulk spacetime, then the underlying geometry of the tensor network matches with the
geometry of the bulk spacetime [30].
A
B
W
V
φ
σ
α
α
β
β
FIG. 3: The graphical representation of the OSED procedure for a holographic bipartite state. By iterating
this procedure on a holographic state inductively, one can construct a tensor network for the state.
Now, using this OSED method , we propose a scheme as shown in FIG.4 to construct a corre-
sponding tensor network for the bulk spacetime. We will consider the case when the bulk spacetime
is pure AdS3, which is holographically dual to a 2d CFT vacuum state on the boundary. Firstly, we
use N identical RT surfaces to discretize the first layer step by step. Then, we discretize the second
layer similarly, where each RT surface of the second layer bounds two adjacent small RT surfaces
in the first layer exactly. Then we discretize the third layer in the same way, and so on. Suppose
that the first layer has N = 2n petals of RT surfaces, after numerous steps of segmentation, finally
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FIG. 4: We propose a scheme to construct a corresponding tensor network for a pure AdS3 spacetime. We
use N identical RT surfaces to discretize the first layer step by step. Then, we discretize the second layer
similarly, where each minimal surface of the second layer bounds two adjacent small RT surfaces in the first
layer exactly. Then we discretize the third layer in the same way, and so on.
we can obtain a satisfactory discretization as shown in the figure.
Since the first step of the discretization has been carried out directly as shown in the FIG.3,
we start by the second step of descretization. As shown in FIG.5, by defining a subregion state
ΨV for the remaining region that has been cut off a small piece, we can apply the same bipartite
distillation procedure to the subregion state. Defining
ΨAB = V BβαW
A
β¯α¯
φαα¯σββ¯ = ΨV
Bβ¯α¯WA
β¯α¯
, (15)
that is
ΨV
Bβ¯α¯ = V Bβαφ
αα¯σββ¯ = V |φ〉 |σ〉 . (16)
As shown in the FIG.5, we further decompose B region into C and D, thus ΨV
Bβ¯α¯ can be decom-
posed in the same way as before
ΨV
(β¯1α¯1D)C =
eO(
√
S)∑
n=0
eS−O(
√
S)∑
m=0
√
p˜avgn∆ |n∆ +m〉C |n∆ +m〉β¯1α¯1D. (17)
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Similarly, we have
ΨV
(β¯1α¯1D)C = V2
β¯1α¯1D
β2α2
W2
C
β¯2α¯2
φ2
α2α¯2σ2
β2β¯2 . (18)
Combining eq.(16) with eq.(18), we have
V1
B
β1α1φ1
α1α¯1σ1
β1β¯1 = V2
β¯1α¯1D
β2α2
W2
C
β¯2α¯2
φ2
α2α¯2σ2
β2β¯2 , (19)
where we have added subscripts to distinguish the tensors associated to different steps. Note that
there is a canonical isomorphism between the states |φ〉 ∈ Hα ⊗ Hα and |σ〉 ∈ Hβ ⊗ Hβ and
operators φ : Hα → Hα and σ : Hβ → Hβ. Since |φ〉 and |σ〉 are full-rank, these operators are
invertible. In other words, one can move φ1
α1α¯1σ1
β1β¯1 to the right, and define
V2
′
= φ1
−1σ1−1V2, (20)
that is
V
′D
2α1β1α2β2 =
(
φ−11
)
α1α¯1
(
σ−11
)
β1β¯1
V β¯1α¯1D2β2α2 , (21)
thus, we have
V1
B
β1α1 = V
′
2W2|φ〉2|σ〉2. (22)
Therefore, we find that after each step of discretization, we only need to replace the original V
tensor to obtain a new tensor network, just as shown in FIG.6, and we have
|Ψ〉 = V1W1|φ〉1|σ〉1 = V
′
2W2|φ〉2|σ〉2W1|φ〉1|σ〉1. (23)
So far, it is easy to generalize this procedure to the subsequent steps. However, it should be
noted that if one wants to construct the first layer of the exact MERA tensor network, one needs to
ensure that the W tensors associated with the boundary subregions of the same size are identical.
Here we provide a rigorous proof, using the condition that W is isometry, i.e. W †W = 1. The
proof involves writing the state as a matrix which corresponds to the tensor form. Explicitly,
each probability amplitude cij of the bipartite basis state is regarded as the matrix element. For
convenience, we rewrite the full state as
|Ψ〉 =
∑
n
canbn |an〉 |bn〉, (24)
where |an〉 and |bn〉 denote |n〉A and |n〉B respectively, and canbn denote
√
pn, thus
Ψ =

ca1b1 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · canbn
 . (25)
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1σ
1φ
1V
B
C
D
1α
1β
1α
1β
1 1α β
FIG. 5: By defining a subregion state ΨV of the remaining region that has been cut off a small piece, we
can apply the same bipartite distillation procedure to ΨV .
In particular, Ψ is a diagonal matrix. As for ΨV , we have
|ΨV 〉 =
∑
n,i
cbni |bni〉, (26)
in which i = 1, 2, · · · , s denotes the state at the “notch” after cutting off the small piece A, which
is mapped to the |an〉 state of A region boundary state by W tensor. In the matrix form, we have
ΨV =

cb11 . . . cbn1
...
. . .
...
cb1s · · · cbns
 , (27)
and
Ψ = WΨV
=

wa11 . . . wa1s
...
. . .
...
wan1 · · · wans


cb11 . . . cbn1
...
. . .
...
cb1s · · · cbns
 . (28)
Now, we want to prove that for an operator acting on C alone, which is part of region B,
〈ΨV |OC ⊗ 1 |ΨV 〉 = 〈Ψ|OC ⊗ 1 |Ψ〉 . (29)
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2W
1σ
1φ
1V
B
C
D
A A
1W 1W
1φ
1
2φ
2σ
2V ′
1α
1α
1β
1β
1α
1β
2α
2β
1α
1β
2α
2β
FIG. 6: The resulting tensor network is obtained by replacing the original V1 tensor with V1
B
f1α1 =
V
′
2W2|φ〉2|σ〉2
Because
〈ΨV |OC ⊗ 1 |ΨV 〉 =
∑
s
(
|cb1s|2 〈b1|OC |b1〉+ |cb2s|2 〈b2|OC |b2〉+ · · ·+ |cbns|2 〈bn|OC |bn〉
)
, (30)
and
〈Ψ|OC ⊗ 1 |Ψ〉 = |ca1b1 |2 〈b1|OC |b1〉+ |ca2b2 |2 〈b2|OC |b2〉+ · · · |canbn |2 〈bn|OC |bn〉 . (31)
Therefore, we just need to prove that∑
s
|cbns|2 = |canbn |2. (32)
Note that in the matrix form, this is just
ΨV
†ΨV =

|ca1b1 |2 . . . 0
...
. . .
...
0 · · · |canbn |2
 ≡ Ψ†Ψ. (33)
From W †W = 1, one can immediately prove this by
Ψ†Ψ = ΨV †W †WΨV = ΨV †ΨV . (34)
Similary, we can prove that
〈ΨV |OB ⊗ 1 |ΨV 〉 = 〈Ψ|OB ⊗ 1 |Ψ〉 . (35)
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Therefore, when we divide B region into C region and D region in the pure state |ΨV 〉, we can
guarantee that the operation is unaffected by the previous cut by W tensor. Thus, as long as the
second boundary subregion is of the the same size as the first, the W1 tensor and W2 tensor are
identical, so are |φ〉1|σ〉1 and |φ〉2|σ〉2. The same reasoning can be used in each of the following
step, so we can safely proceed with the following discretization.
Next, we move on to step three. Similarly, as shown in the FIG.7, we define the state associated
to the remaining region after cutting off two identical small pieces as
ΨB3β¯1α¯1β¯2α¯2A3V2 = V
′B2
2α1β1α2β2
φ1
α1α¯1σ1
β1β¯1φ2
α2α¯2σ2
β2β¯2 , (36)
where for convenience, we will denoted A in the previous section as A1, and C as A2, and D as
B2 ∼ B3A3. Accordingly, from the same logic, it can be decomposed as
ΨB3β¯1α¯1β¯2α¯2A3V2 = V
B3β¯1α¯1β¯2α¯2
3β3α3
WA3
3β¯3α¯3
φ3
α3α¯3σ3
β3β¯3 . (37)
Further combining eq.(36) with eq.(37), we can similarly define
V
′B3
3α1β1α2β2
=
(
φ−11
)
α1α¯1
(
σ−11
)
β1β¯1
(
φ−12
)
α2α¯2
(
σ−12
)
β2β¯2
V B3β¯1α¯1β¯2α¯23β3α3 (38)
and thus obtain
V
′B2
2α1β1α2β2
= V
′B3
3α1β1α2β2
WA3
3β¯3α¯3
φ3
α3α¯3σ3
β3β¯3 , (39)
namely,
V
′
2 = V
′
3W3|φ〉3|σ〉3. (40)
Consequently, we can use V
′
3W3|φ〉3|σ〉3 to replace V
′
2 in the |Ψ〉, and obtain
|Ψ〉3 = V
′
3
3∏
i=1
Wi|φ〉i|σ〉i, (41)
where a subscript has been added to denote the step number.
The third step can be immediately generalized to the last step of the first layer N . One just
need to keep in mind that at each step the V ′ tensor in the original tensor network is replaced by a
new composite tensor, which includes a new V ′ tensor, and brings a new W tensor corresponding
to this step of discretization. Explicitly, as shown in FIG.8, similarly, we define the state associated
to the remaining region after cutting off N − 1 identical small pieces as
ΨVN−1 = V
′AN
N−1α1β1···αN−1βN−1
N−1∏
i=1
φi
αiα¯iσi
βiβ¯i . (42)
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FIG. 7: The third step of discretization.
Similarly, it can be decomposed as
ΨVN−1 = V
α¯1β¯1···α¯N−1β¯N−1
NβNαN
WAN
Nβ¯N α¯N
φN
αN α¯NσN
βN β¯N . (43)
Combining eq.(42) with eq.(43), we can similarly define
V
′
Nα1β1···αNβN =
N−1∏
i=1
(
φ−1i
)
αiα¯i
(
σ−1i
)
βiβ¯i
V
α¯1β¯1···α¯N−1β¯N−1
NβNαN
(44)
and thus obtain
V
′
N−1 = V
′
NWN |φ〉N |σ〉N . (45)
Note that since at the final step of the first layer, BN−1 ∼ BNAN , while AN ∼ BN−1, thus BN ∼ 0,
the V
′
N tensor no longer has an up-index corresponding to the outward-pointing leg which directly
map the |φ〉i|σ〉i states associated with the RT surfaces to the boundary state. Finally, using
V
′
NWN |φ〉N |σ〉N to replace V
′
N−1 in |Ψ〉. Therefore, after the complete process of the first layer
discretization, the full boundary state can be expressed as
|Ψ〉1st = V ′1stN
N∏
i=1
W 1sti |φ〉1sti |σ〉1sti , (46)
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in which |φ〉1sti |σ〉1sti represents the distilled state associated with the RT surface corresponds to
subregion Ai, and W
1st
i tensor maps the state represented by its α¯β¯ leg to the reduced state on
Ai, and the V
′1st
N tensor connects all the remaining legs. Notice that we use the superscript 1st to
denote the first layer.
N-1V ′
NA
FIG. 8: The last step of the first layer.
The construction of the second layer is almost the same as the construction of the first layer
in principle, except that the W tensor needs to be redefined in a similar manner as V tensor. We
first define the state associated to the remaining region after cutting off all pieces of the first layer
as
ΨVN = (V
′1st
N )α1β1···αNβN
N∏
i=1
(φ1sti )
αiα¯i(σ1sti )
βiβ¯i . (47)
Similarly, dividing it by M and its complement R, where M ∼
2∏
i=1
α¯iβ¯i, R ∼
N∏
i=3
α¯iβ¯i, we obtain
ΨVN = (V
2nd)Rβα(W
2nd)Mβ¯α¯(φ
2nd)αα¯(σ2nd)ββ¯, (48)
where we have used the superscript 2nd to denote the second layer. Combining eq.(47) with eq.(48)
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FIG. 9: The first step of the second layer. Note that we have drawn the φ tensor and σ tensor together for
convenience.
gives
(V
′1st
N )α1β1···αNβN =
N∏
i=1
(φ1sti )
−1
αiα¯i(σ
1st
i )
−1
βiβ¯i
(V 2nd)α¯3β¯3···α¯N β¯Nβα (W
2nd)α¯1β¯2α¯2β¯2
β¯α¯
(φ2nd)
αβ
(σ2nd)
ββ¯
, (49)
and further redefining
V
′2nd = (V
′2nd)αβα1β1···α3β3 ≡
N∏
i=3
(φ1sti )
−1
αiα¯i(σ
1st
i )
−1
βiβ¯i
(V 2nd)α¯3β¯3···α¯N β¯Nαβ , (50)
and
W
′2nd = (W
′2nd)α¯β¯α1β1···α3β3 ≡
2∏
i=1
(φ1sti )
−1
αiα¯i(σ
1st
i )
−1
βiβ¯i
(W 2nd)α¯1β¯1α¯2β¯2
α¯β¯
, (51)
one obtains
V
′1st
N = V
′2ndW
′2nd|φ〉2nd|σ〉2nd. (52)
Its graphical representation is shown in FIG.9. The full boundary state then can be further
expressed as
|Ψ〉 = V ′2ndW ′2nd|φ〉2nd|σ〉2nd
N∏
i=1
W 1sti |φ〉1stj |σ〉1stj . (53)
The step of the second layer can be directly generalized to any step of any layer because of its
apparent universality. We can always obtain the W
′
tensor for each layer, which always connects
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the |φ〉 |σ〉 states associated with the two adjacent minimal surfaces with the |φ〉 |σ〉 state associated
with the minimal surface of the next layer. Actually, we will show that the W
′
tensor plays the
role of both the disentangler as well as the coarse-grainer in the MERA tensor network in the next
section.
According to this, after the full second layer of “surface growth”, we obtain
|Ψ〉2nd = V ′2ndM (
M=N/2∏
j=1
W
′2nd
j |φ〉2ndj |σ〉2ndj )(
N∏
i=1
W 1sti |φ〉1stj |σ〉1stj ), (54)
similarly, after the k-th layer of “surface growth”, we obtain
|Ψ〉kth = V ′kthM
N/2k−1∏
i=1
k∏
a=1
W
′ath
i |φ〉athi |σ〉athi (55)
Finally, we obtain the resulting tensor network as shown in FIG.10.
A comment: in this section, in the above representation of our tensor network, we have chosen
to present the |φ〉 |σ〉 state tensor associated with each surface, since their dimensions clearly match
the entanglement entropy. Nevertheless, in the next section, in order to accurately identify this
network with the MERA-like tensor network, we will absorb these states into the V
′
tensors, as
one can see in FIG.11.
IV. IDENTIFYING WITH MERA-LIKE TENSOR NETWORK
In this section, we will strictly demonstrate that the tensor network constructed in the previ-
ous section is equivalent to a MERA-like tensor network. It was shown that the tensor network
corresponding to the time slice of AdS3 is the one which subtly modifies the traditional MERA
tensor network. Explicitly, [39] proposed a tensor network corresponding to a finite periodic crit-
ical quantum spin chain, namely an Euclidean MERA tensor network on the circle, as shown in
the FIG.12(b). The traditional MERA tensor network on the real line (i.e. infinite critical spin
chain) is made of infinite layers W of tensors called disentanglers u and coarse-grainers w, while
MERA tensor network on the circle is made of finite, periodic layer W using the same optimized
tensors u and w, see FIG.12(a). By interspersing layersW with layers of euclideons e (tensors that
implement euclidean time evolution) [42, 43], i.e., pre-multiplying W by a transfer matrix T made
of a row of euclideons e and defining W+ =WT , one thus obtains the so-called Euclidean MERA
tensor network on the circle. A layer W+ of Euclidean MERA defines a linear map between the
Hilbert spaces of the two periodic chains made of s and s/2 spins respectively at its boundaries.
Then is was argued that the map W+ matches a path integral on an annulus of the hyperbolic
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FIG. 10: The resulting tensor network corresponding to our surface growth scheme.
disk, i.e., a time slice of AdS3 and thus assigns this geometry to this kind of MERA-like tensor
network [39].
In the following, we are ready to match our tensor network constructed in the previous section
with Euclidean MERA tensor network on the circle. The first thing we notice is that our tensor
network apparently shows the renormalization process, since from outside to inside, for each layer
of operation, we can use the |φ〉 |σ〉 states associated with the minimal surface of that layer as
“blocks”, and the W
′
tensor always maps the two “blocks” of the previous layer to a new “block”
of the next layer, thus we achieve coarse graining for the boundary state. Meanwhile, the W
′
tensor also realizes the disentangling, because in our construction, the Hilbert space dimension
of the |φ〉 |σ〉 state associated with the RT surface corresponding to each boundary subregion has
been choosen to adapt with the corresponding entanglement entropy, i.e., the logarithm of the
dimension exactly equals to the entanglement entropy. According to the subadditivity property of
the entanglement entropy, the sum of the entanglement entropy of the two adjacent blocks in the
previous layer is larger than the entanglement entropy of the block in the next layer. The exception
is the first layer of our tensor network, since in the first layer, W does not represent the two to one
map. Actually, it is completely a one to one isometry, which maps the state associated with the
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FIG. 11: Another representation of the resulting tensor network, which is more appropriate to be identified
with MERA-like tensor network. Note the difference of the component tensors of the two representations.
“notch” (i.e., the RT surface) of the first layer to each boundary subregion reduced state.
However, it is important to note that, in the traditional MERA tensor network, the entanglement
entropy S of the boundary subregion is obtained by counting the the number of bonds (denoted
as n) cut off by the RT surface associated with this region, and then multiplying by the logarithm
of the Hilbert space dimension of each bond (denoted as J) [33, 34], i.e.,
S ∼ n · ln J. (56)
While in our construction, it seems that only one bond is associated with the RT surface, whose
Hilbert space dimension is denoted as χφ, and the entanglement entropy is obtained by
S = lnχφ. (57)
In order for these two construction to be completely equivalent, we just need the relation
χφ = J
n, (58)
which inspires us to relate the Hilbert space of the |φ〉 |σ〉 state associated with the RT surface to
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(a) (b)
FIG. 12: (a) The traditional MERA tensor network on the circle, made of disentanglers u (the green squares)
and coarse-grainers w (the yellow triangles). (b) The Euclidean MERA tensor network on the circle, made
of disentanglers u (the green squares) and coarse-grainers w (the yellow triangles), and eclideons e (the blue
solid circles).
the direct product of the Hilbert spaces of the bonds cut off by the RT surface in the traditional
MERA tensor network.
To precisely describe this relationship and identify the W tensor with disentanglers u and coarse-
grainers w, we first absorb the |φ〉 |σ〉 state into the V ′ tensor in each step. It’s easy to see that
this is tantamount to using ΨV tensors and W tensors in our previous inductive derivation, instead
of V
′
and W
′
tensors. Based on this, after the full first layer, we obtain
|Ψ〉1st = ΨV 1stN
N∏
i=1
W 1sti . (59)
And after the second layer of “surface growth”, we obtain
|Ψ〉2nd = ΨV 2ndM
M=N/2∏
j=1
W 2ndj
N∏
i=1
W 1sti . (60)
Repeating this process, after the k-th layer of “surface growth”, we have
|Ψ〉kth = ΨV kthM
N/2k−1∏
i=1
k∏
a=1
W athi . (61)
Hence we can obtain the representation of FIG.11. Note that in FIG.10 the network is repre-
sented by the W
′
tensors, while in FIG.11 it is represented by W tensors. The subtle difference
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between the two figures is that, the W
′
tensor (except for those at the first layer representing
one-to-one maps) has only inward-pointing legs pointing toward itself, in other words, according
to our convention, it has only down-indices, as one can see from eq.(51), and its legs are not cut off
by the RT surfaces explicitly, while the W tensor not only has the down-indices representing the
inward-pointing legs pointing to itself from the inner layer, but also the up-indices representing the
outward-pointing legs pointing to the outer layer, as can be seem from eq.(48). Therefore, as shown
in FIG.11, the arrow directions of legs are both pointing from the center to the boundary in the
whole network, we can thus implement a convention that the direction of the coarse-graining map
is in the opposite direction of the arrow. Furthermore, now these legs of W tensors are intersecting
with the RT surface explicitly, therefore, the informations of |φ〉 |σ〉 states are now represented
directly by the legs (i.e., bonds) relating the W tensors. In this second representation, it can thus
be interpreted as each basis |m¯〉 of the state represented by the α¯ bond passing through the RT
surface in the OSED tensor network exactly corresponds to the state of an overall configuration in
the traditional MERA network, which consists of all the bonds cut off by the RT surface. There-
fore, it can be expected that each W tensor should be regarded as a net result of collecting and
contracting more than one disentanglers and coarse-grainers in the traditional MERA network,
which maps the bonds on two adjacent RT surfaces in the MERA network to the bonds on a larger
RT surface.
 
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m m n nj j j j c
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′ ′
FIG. 13: (a) The RT surfaces (blue curves) in the MERA-like tensor network. (b) The decomposition of
disentangler tensor u. (c) The corresponding representation of W tensor in MERA-like tensor network.
Recall that in the traditional MERA tensor network, roughly speaking, a RT suface is defined
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as a curve cutting the minimal number of bonds [33, 34], which is, more specifically, the boundary
of the causal cone of the corresponding boundary subregion [31, 32], where the causal cone C(A) of
a region A is the set of all sites, unitaries (i.e., disentanglers), and isometries (i.e., coarse-grainers)
in the network that can influence the state of A. However, for a boundary subregion made of a
fairly large number of sites, the width of the causal cone shrinks exponentially as one performs
the coarse graining, for a tiny block made of a few sites, the causal cone will actually fluctuate
slightly [33]. Therefore, in the following matching program, we will determine that the boundary
subregions corresponding to the minimal surfaces of the first layer in our tensor network contain a
considerable number of lattice sites, and, crucially, we will carefully deal with the definition of RT
surface in our tensor network. Our argument is as follows.
Firstly, due to the considerable number of lattice sites, the contribution of the fluctuation of
the terminal segment of the causal cone to the entanglement entropy is obviously negligible. Then,
considering two adjacent identical boundary subregions A1 (on the left) and A2 (on the right) which
respectively contain s lattie sites (s is a considerable large number) and their union A1A2 , we can
find that, since according to the definition of causal cone, the outer boundaries of C(A1) and C(A2)
(i.e., the left border of C(A1) and the right border of C(A2)) coincide with borders of C(A1A2)
respectively, in addition, after a coarse-graining step, the width of C(A1A2) shrinks into s sites
from 2s sites, while the widths of C(A1) and C(A2) shrink into s/2 sites from s sites respectively,
and so on, therefore, the inner boundaries of C(A1) and C(A2) will be always just located at
the middle of each layer of C(A1A2), that is, these two boudariers coincide. However, strictly
speaking, the inner boundaries of C(A1) and C(A2) are only nearly the same, because each layer’s
shrinking of causal cones will also have a small fluctuation, which will result in a slight overlap or
separation of each layer of the two causal cones. However, also note that our MERA-like tensor
network corresponds to a scale invariant critical ground state. It has been demonstrated that scale
invariance forces each coarse grained layer to be identical, which leads to that the disentanglers u,
coarse-grainers w, and the additional euclideons e are the same throughout this MERA-like tensor
network [31, 33, 44]. Therefore, we suggest that in prescribing the RT surface of the MERA-like
tensor network, there is actually some kind of freedom to deal with the fluctuations occurring on
the causal cone boundaries. We can adopt an effective convention so that the inner boundaries of
C(A1) and C(A2) are exactly the same, as long as the correct entanglement entropy can be obtained
according to our convention. In other words, we take the similar view of [36], which suggested to
treat the cut-counting prescription as an empirical fact. According to this viewpoint, we adopt
the convention shown in FIG.13(a) for the causal cone of boundary subregion with a considerable
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number of lattice sites, where we perform a reasonable decomposition of disentangler tensor u by
writing it as a contraction of two t tensors
uabcd = tacjtbdj , (62)
where j denotes the auxiliary index that will be contracted, which represents an auxiliary Hilbert
space in the tensor network, and we demand that its dimension should be the same as the dimension
of the index of the disentangler u, i.e., J . Thus, in order to correctly calculate the entanglement
entropy, it can be viewed that cutting the bonds of disentangles along the causal cone boundary
is equivalent to cutting these auxiliary bonds as shown in the figure. Supposing the number of
sites contained in the boundary subregion A is s = lε , where l is the length of A, ε is the lattice
spacing, and using v to denote the number of coarse-graining steps, thus there are lε2
−v sites in
each corresponding layer of C(A), when the causal cone ends, we have lε2−vend = 1, i.e.,
vend = log2
l
ε
(63)
It can be seen from FIG.13(a) that, according to our convention, the RT surface will cut off four
bonds after each layer, including two auxiliary bonds j and two bonds of euclideons in both sides.
Hence, the number of bonds cut off by RT surface is
n = 4
∫ vend
0
dv = 4log2
l
ε
. (64)
The entanglement entropy of A is equal to n times ln J , i.e.,
SA = n · ln J = (4log2J) · ln
l
ε
. (65)
Note that when one sets c3 = 4log2J , the familiar CFT result SA =
c
3 ln
l
ε can be recovered, where
c is the central charge of CFT. More importantly, the advantage of this approach is that it can be
expressed unambiguously that, the inner boundaries of the causal cones of two adjacent equivalent
boundary subregions is coincident in the MERA-like tensor network when the fluctuations can be
ignored. Now we can determine an explicit expression for the counterpart of the W tensor in the
MERA-like tensor network from our tensor network corresponding to the surface growth picture,
which can be written in the tensor form specifically as
W = W
jmj
′
mjnj
′
nc
ab (66)
as shown in FIG.13(c). The reason why W tensor can be represented in such a concise form
is mainly because the bonds of the inner boundaries of the two smaller RT surfaces have been
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contracted, and their outer boundaries share the same indices (except in the last layer) with the
larger RT surface. Note that in the figure, the convention of arrow direction has been changed to
adapt to the RG flow direction. We thus find the exact counterpart of W tensor in the MERA-like
network.
Furthermore, due to the fractual property resulting from the iterative process, the relation be-
tween the W tensor and the disentangler u, coarse-grainer w, and euclideon e is the same in each
layer, except that the W tensors in in the first layer is interpreted as directly mapping the state on
the RT surfaces in the first layer to the corresponding boundary subregions, as we explained previ-
ously. Consequently, we have shown that the tensor network that we constructed according to the
surface growth scheme and the OSED in the previous sections can be identified with the MERA-like
tensor network. More specifically, as shown in FIG.14(a), the MERA-like tensor network is a kind
of discretization approximation of our surface growth picture. This discretization approximation
is reflected in that, in the surface growth picture, the RT surfaces corresponding to two adjacent
boundary subregions are disjoint, while in the MERA-like tensor network, these two RT surfaces
share the same inner boundary. Nevertheless, it has been demonstrated systematically in [30] that
a tensor network constructed using the OSED method can be considered as a discretization of the
spacetime geometry. Therefore, we can conclude that as long as we define the combination of the
specific tensors in the MERA-like tensor network just as in FIG.13(c) as the formal W tensor in
the systematical method, we have obtained a proof that the MERA-like tensor network is indeed
a discretized version of the time slice of AdS spacetime.
Our strategy in this section can also be regarded as investigating the MERA-like tensor network
from a new point of view, that is, dividing the MERA-like tensor network according to a symmetric
pattern with the discrete version of RT surfaces. Interestingly, such a perspective leads to a very
intuitive description of an idea proposed in [41], which proposed a rule 2 which states that the
proper distance between any two nearest neighbor sites in each layer of the tensor network is a
constant aUV , leading to a picture wherein each euclideon e is considered as representing (a path
integral on) a square patch of spacetime of size aUV × aUV , while disentanglers u and coarse-
grainers w play the role of gluing together these square pieces into the intended spacetime instead
of representing the patches of geometry per se. It can be seen that from our perspective, it is
naturally and intuitively to treat each euclideon e as the cell of each small bulk subregion bounded
by three RT surfaces, in other words, the “source” in our Huygens’ picture. To see this more
clearly, let us transform the z coordinate to the v coordinate corresponding to the number of
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FIG. 14: (a) The MERA-like tensor network is a kind of discretization approximation of our surface growth
picture. (b) Each euclideon e can be considered as a cell of bulk spacetime, i.e., the “source” in the
“Huygens’s picture”.
coarse-graining steps by z = 2v, then the time slice of eq.(3) becomes
ds2 = L2
[
(ln 2)2 · dv2 + (2−v)2 · dx2] (67)
Obviously, the metric in the radial direction is a constant in this coordinate frame, since now the v
coordintate directly denotes the number of coarse-graining steps. Thus the size of each small cell
is equal in the radial direction. As for another direction, see FIG.14(b). Because the coordinate
length of each circle is the same, according to our discretized picture, we have
∆x2 = 2∆x1, (68)
v2 = v1 + 1. (69)
The sizes of each cell in the x direction in the outer layer and inner layer are respectively
a1 = L · 2−v2∆x2, (70)
a2 = L · 2−v1∆x1. (71)
By eq.(68), we obtain a1 = a2. So the size of each small cell is also equal in the x direction. Thus
it is satisfactory to see that all ideas are consistent.
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V. MORE GENERAL SURFACE GROWTH SCHEME
In this section, we will show that, with the help of the surface/state correspondence, the OSED
method above can be generalized to more general surface growth scheme. The key point is that
the W tensor is an isometry. Let’s still focus on the case of the MERA-like tensor network,
which will serve as an illuminating example. As shown in the FIG.14(a), in order to apply the
idea of surface/state correspondence, we can introduce a surface Σ, which is the envelope of the
surface of the first layer (or any layer) and intersects with the bonds corresponding to indices
a and b of the W tensor. Now, if we regard the union of bonds denoted by a, b in the figure
as a subregion surface ΣA of the surface Σ, then the union of bonds denoted by jmj
′
mjnj
′
nc is
exactly the corresponding extremal surface γΣA anchored on its boundary. According to the idea of
surface/state correspondence, the surface ab and surface jmj
′
mjnj
′
nc then correspond to the state
described by the density matrices ρ (ab) and ρ
(
jmj
′
mjnj
′
nc
)
respectively. Now, remarkably, since
in our OSED scheme, the W tensor is an isometry, we have
ρ (ab) = ρ
(
jmj
′
mjnj
′
nc
)
. (72)
Therefore, we obtain immediately that the von Neumann entropy Sab of ab or equally the entan-
glement entropy SΣA (with respect to the region Σ) is equal to the von Neumann entropy Sjmj′mjnj
′
nc
of jmj
′
mjnj
′
nc,
SΣA ≡ Sab = Sjmj′mjnj′nc. (73)
Note that in the surface/state correspondence, there is a general rule for the extremal surfaces as
follows [21].
Rule: The density matrix corresponding to an extremal surface is a direct product of density
matrices at each point, which means that the von Neumann entropy of the density matrix of an
extremal surface is equal to its area (or in the language of tensor networks, it is just proportional
to the number of bonds passing through the surface ).
Thus, actually the above formula eq.(73) is exactly consistent with the generalized RT formula
eq.(4). Note that this argument does not rely on the special choice of the surface growth picture
corresponding to the MERA-like tensor network. If one first assume that the surface/state corre-
spondence and generalized RT formula is correct, one can further generalize the OSED proceduce
proposed in [30] to match our more general surface growth scheme, i.e., the extremal surfaces can
be grown out from the arbitrary points of the previous extremal surfaces instehad of the particular
points very close to the their end.
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To generalize this idea, we first reinvestigate OSED in a more physical sense in the framework of
surface/state correspondence. We first accept the general rule mentioned above for any extremal
surface Σext in this framework, according to which, there is actually no quantum entanglement
within Σext, and the von Neumann entropy of the Σext comes totally from the entanglement between
the extremal surface Σext itself and its complement in a larger closed surface Σ containing Σext.
The von Neumann entropy of an extremal surface thus behaves as a “classical” extensive quantity.
The situation is just like that an extremal surface is covered with independent, non-interacting
“coins” (by “coins”, we mean “classical bits”), therefore, we can assign a state |Ωi〉 weighted with
equal probability pi =
1
eS
to each “classical” overall configuration, and thus obtain a mixed state
describing this extremal surface, denoted as {(|Ωi〉 , pi = 1eS )} (i.e., a microcanonical ensemble).
It turns out that this understanding can be reconciled with the OSED scheme. In the above
OSED prescription, if we ignore the quantum fluctuation effect characterized by state |σ〉, each
RT surface is described by bond α¯ of |φ〉 =
eS−O(
√
S)∑
m=0
|mm¯〉αα¯ (i.e., tensor φαα¯) intersecting with the
RT surface (notice that the other bond α has been absorted into the tensor ΨV in the previous
section according to our convention). The state |φ〉 =
eS−O(
√
S)∑
m=0
|mm¯〉αα¯ itself is a pure state (up
to a normalized factor), in which the probability amplitude of each basic state |mm¯〉αα¯ is equal,
however, since this state is maximally entangled, we can assign a mixed state {(|m¯〉 , pm = 1eS )}
with equal probabilities to the bond α¯. Therefore, each basis |m¯〉 of the state corresponding to
the α¯ bond passing through the RT surface in the OSED tensor network can be considered as
a corresponding “classical” overall configuration |Ωi〉 on the RT surface, just as we have done in
identifying the MERA-like tensor network. With this kind of identification in mind, we can thus
understand the OSED operation on this subregion state in the following way: for a subregion A in
a pure state of a holographic CFT, whose density matrix characterizes a mixed state {(|i〉A, pi)}
describing this subregion, we first perform a so-called smooth operation on it, as shown by the
formula (9), which shapes the original mixed state {(|i〉A, pi)} of the subsystem into a particular
smoothed state {(|n∆ +m〉A, p˜avgn∆)}. Then, ignoring the non-classical fluctuation, we take each set
of basic states (of order O(e
√
S)) with the same value of m as a group, and map it to a corresponding
“classical” overall configuration |m¯〉α¯ on the RT surface, i.e.,
{|∆ +m〉A, |2∆ +m〉A, · · · ,
∣∣∣e√S∆ +m〉
A
} → |m¯〉α¯. (74)
Notice that in this process, the W tensor itself is one-to-one map, since it is also associated with
the neglected quantum fluctuation |σ〉, i.e.,
W : |n∆ +m〉A ↔ |n〉β¯|m〉α¯. (75)
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In a word, in the framework of surface/state correspondence we can physically describe the
OSED process as follows: we first perform a “smooth” operation on the mixed state which describes
the subregion information, then by regrouping these smoothed basis states, we holographically
map them into a mixed state with equal probabilities on a special extremal surface in a classical
geometry, up to some quantum fluctuation. In the same spirit, we can now generalize the OSED
method for more general surface growth scheme. For clarity, we give an example to illustrate
this idea. We first use the traditional OSED method to construct the first layer as before, which
is composed of n equivalent extremal surfaces and their corresponding W tensors, and obtain a
state ΨV of the remaining region that has been cut off n small pieces. Now, in the framework of
surface/state correspondence, we have two more weapons: (a) As shown in the FIG.15(a), if we
divide the “notch” associated with |ΨV 〉 state into two parts, denoted as Γ and Γ¯ respectively,
where Γ is the union of two segments of different extremal surfaces, then we can define a mixed
state ψΓ, or equally a density matrix ρ (Γ) for Γ as we did for the boundary subregion. Intuitively,
ψΓ can be considered to be defined by the bonds passing through Γ in an imaginary or real more
general tensor network. (b) If we consider a extremal surface γ (Γ) anchored on the boundary of Γ,
then the generalized RT formula (4) can assign a physical meaning of entropy to the area of γ (Γ),
so that we can assign a Hilbert space dimension matching the value of this entropy to γ (Γ), just
as we did for RT surface previously. Consequently, we can generalize the OSED proceduce, i.e., we
can not only distill out the |φ〉 state matching the RT entanglement entropy, but also distill out
the |φ〉 state matching the generalized RT entanglement entropy.
More specifically, similarly to the previous procedure, we perform a “smooth” operation on ΨV
state and decompose it, and we obtain a smoothed state ρε(Γ) with high fidelity, which satisfies,
rank (ρεΓ) = e
SΓ+O(
√
SΓ),
pmax (ρ
ε
Γ) = e
−SΓ+O(
√
SΓ). (76)
where pmax (ρ
ε
Γ) is the largest eigenvalue of ρ
ε
(Γ), and SΓ is the entropy of the extremal surface γ (Γ)
anchored on the boundary of Γ. Thus the original state ΨV can be expressed approximately as
|ΨV 〉 =
∑
n
√
p˜n|n〉Γ|n〉Γ¯, (77)
where |n〉Γ and |n〉Γ¯ are the eigenstates of Γ and Γ¯ respectively, and {p˜n} are the eigenvalues
of the smoothed state ρε(Γ). Next, similarly, we rearrange these basis eigenstates such that their
probability spectrum p˜n is monotonically decreasing and break the resulting sum into blocks of
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FIG. 15: (a) An example to illustrate the idea of generalized OSED method. (b) More general surface
growth scheme.
size ∆, and further obtain
|ΨV 〉 =
rank[ρεΓ]/∆−1∑
n=0
∆−1∑
m=0
√
p˜n∆+m|n∆ +m〉Γ|n∆ +m〉Γ¯. (78)
However, note that now we can choose the size of each block ∆ to exactly match the value of the
entropy SΓ of extremal surface γ (Γ), or equivalently, the area of γ (Γ) (we can set the proportional
factor as 1 for convenience), i.e.,
∆ = eSΓ−O(
√
SΓ). (79)
Similarly, we can use the average of the eigenvalues of each block p˜avgn∆ to approximate the eigenvalues
of the states in each block, and further obtain
|ΨV 〉 =
eO(
√
SΓ)∑
n=0
eSΓ−O(
√
SΓ)∑
m=0
√
p˜avgn∆ |n∆ +m〉Γ|n∆ +m〉Γ¯. (80)
Consequently, we can similarly assign a |φΓ〉 |σΓ〉 state to the extremal surface γ (Γ) such that the
dimension of |φΓ〉 can match SΓ exactly, while |σΓ〉 will be interpreted as the quantum fluctuation
of |φΓ〉.
|φΓ〉 =
eSΓ−O(
√
SΓ)∑
m=0
|mm¯〉αα¯, (81)
|σΓ〉 =
eO(
√
SΓ)∑
n=0
√
p˜avgn∆ |nn¯〉ββ¯. (82)
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Next, we will construct the isometry tensors W and V . Note that in the present case the W tensor
maps the state on Γ to γ (Γ)
W : Hβ¯ ⊗Hα¯ ↔ HΓ, (83)
namely,
W |n〉β¯|m〉α¯ = |n∆ +m〉Γ, (84)
and for V , we have
V : Hβ ⊗Hα ↔ HΓ¯, (85)
namely,
V |n〉β|m〉α = |n∆ +m〉Γ¯. (86)
Thus, we obtain
ΨV = W
Γ
β¯α¯V
Γ¯
βαφ
αα¯σββ¯ = WΓβ¯α¯(V |φ〉 |σ〉)Γ¯α¯β¯, (87)
and the original state corresponding to the whole spacetime can be written as
Ψ =
(
W 1st
)N
WΓβ¯α¯(V |φ〉 |σ〉)Γ¯α¯β¯. (88)
Until now, we have explicitly accomplished the generalized OSED procedure. Similarly, we can
further define the W ′ tensor and V ′ tensor as before, so that all the |φΓ〉 |σΓ〉 state associated with
the extremal surfaces involved in the discretization scheme can be clearly shown in Ψ. However,
we prefer to take the viewpoint we adopted in Sec.IV, i.e., using the bonds intersecting with the
minimal surfaces to represent the states associated with the them directly. Obviously, the above
procedure does not depend on our special discretization scheme of the first layer. Therefore, as
long as the surface/state correspondence and the generalized RT formula are valid, this approach
can be applied to any surface growth scheme, as shown in FIG.15(b), and hopefully, even can be
applied to more general spacetimes.
Based on the above analysis, we argue that the surfaces growth process is in fact a kind of
OSED process. To see this more explicitly, considering a new extremal surface grows from the
endpoints of the Γ1 part and Γ2 part of two adjacent extremal surfaces, as shown in FIG.15(b),
there is no internal quantum entanglement within Γ1 or Γ2 itself, however, when we consider their
union as a whole Γ, there exists the mutual entanglement between the two (which essentially comes
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from the internal entanglement within the boundary subregion A supporting the initial growing of
extremal surfaces), therefore, we can use a mix state ψΓ to describe the whole Γ. The process of
growing this new extremal surface can then be regarded as “propagating” the information of the
mix state ψΓ to the new extremal surface with high fidelity. Note that since this information will
be “decoded” by calculating the area of the new extremal surface in a classical sense, thus before
the propagation, it is necessary to “encode” ψΓ by a “classical smooth” operation. Intuitively,
when the quantum correction is neglected, the ψΓ can be encoded by this operation into a delicate
mixed state, in which each basis state is weighted with equal probability, and thus can correspond
to a “classical configuration” |m¯〉α¯ on the new extremal surface. In this way, the surface growth
process successfully maps (in other words, “propagates”) the ψΓ state to a mixed state with equal
probabilities on a special extremal surface γ (Γ) in the classical geometry up to some negligible
quantum fluctuation, holographically. Since the entanglement between Γ1 and Γ2 comes from
the internal entanglement in the initial boundary subregion A, while all the growing extremal
surfaces is contained within the entanglement wedge of A, we can conclude that the new extremal
surface γ (Γ) within the entanglement wedge of the boundary subregion A can indeed detect the
information inside A.
From the perspective of the tensor network, this kind of surface growth process can always be
characterized by the isometry tensor W , which plays the role of “distilling” the state on some
regions of the previous extremal surfaces to the new grown extremal surfaces. For example, in
FIG.15, the W tensor distills the state of Γ to the extremal surface γ (Γ). It turns out that each
general surface growth scheme actually corresponds to a tensor network that can both approximate
the boundary state and match the geometry of bulk spacetime. We thus claim that, with the help
of the surface/state correspondence and generalized RT formula, we further generalized the OSED
tensor network proposed by [30]. In addition, it is quite satisfactory to see that our work is naturally
reconciled with a claim in [21], which suggests that if one considers a serious of surfaces obtained
by performing a continuous smooth deformation on some convex surface with its two boundaries
fixed (until it reaches a extremal surface), then the density matrices of these surfaces should be
related by the unitary transformation, therefore the von Neumann entropy of the deformed surface
will not change under this deformation, and in particular, match the area of the extremal surface
exactly when the deformed surface reaches the extremal surface. According to this claim, we can
imagine a surface Γˆ slowly deformed by the extremal surface γ(Γ) and make it closer and closer to
the Γ surface, as shown in FIG.15(b), and thus reach a conclusion that the von Neumann entropy
of the density matrix of Γ is equal to the entropy of γ(Γ), which is consistent with our generalized
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OSED scheme, or equivalently, the surface growth scheme.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an intriguing surface growth scheme for bulk reconstruction, which
is very like Huygens’ principle of wave propagation. The corresponding tensor network was con-
structed by using and extending the OSED method. The characteristic of this kind of tensor
network is that the dimension of Hilbert space of the state on RT surface matches exactly the
entanglement entropy of its corresponding boundary subregion. According to a special surface
growth picture with spherical symmetry and fractal feature, as shown in FIG.15(b), we first con-
structed a corresponding OSED tensor network mainly characterized by the W tensor, which maps
the states of two adjacent RT surfaces into a larger RT surface containing the former. Interest-
ingly, we showed that, by a careful treatment of the definition of RT surfaces, in which the inner
boundaries of the RT surfaces associated with two adjacent equivalent boundary subregions are
taken as to coincide, this tensor network can be identified with the MERA-like tensor network. In
this manner, we successfully identified the tensor network constructed by us with the MERA-like
tensor network, and accordingly concluded that as long as we define the combination of the MERA
tensors in a specific way (approximately) as the formal W tensor in that systematical method, we
have obtained a proof that the MERA-like tensor network is indeed a discretized version of the
time slice of AdS spacetime, rather than just an analogy, since it has been proved in [30] that
the tensor network constructed by this systematical method can reproduce the correct boundary
state with high fidelity, and have a bulk geometry that matches the bulk AdS spacetime perfectly.
Furthermore, we showed that our perspective is consistent with the idea that each euclideon tensor
e can be regarded as a square patch of spacetime [41], and even make it more intuitive.
Moreover, the success of this identification with MERA-like tensor network inspired us to fur-
ther extend the original OSED method to describe more general surface growth picture. More
specifically, with the help of the surface/state correspondence and generalized RT formula, we en-
dowed an explicit physical meaning for bulk extremal surfaces far away from the boundary, that
is, we defined for each extremal surface an appropriate mixed state {(|m¯〉 , pm = 1eS )} which can
match the α¯ bond in the OSED tensor network exactly (without taking quantum corrections into
account). Then we explicitly presented a procedure similar to [30] to show that the entanglement
within the two adjacent segments of extremal surfaces in the previous layer can indeed be distilled
out to the new grown extremal surface anchored on the endpoints of these two segments.
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The generalization of OSED scheme has several important significances. First of all, using this
generalized OSED method, we can construct tensor network corresponding to more general surface
growth cases. Secondly, this generalization leads to a more profound understanding of the surface
growth process. We argue that the process of growing a new extremal surface is actually a kind
of classical encoding operation on the entanglement within the previous extremal surfaces. In
other words, the information of entanglement is encoded into a delicate mixed state up to some
quantum fluctuation, such that when it propagates to the new extremal surface, it can be decoded
by calculating the area of this new extremal surface in the classical sense. Furthermore, since the
entanglement between the extremal surfaces of each layer comes from the entanglement within the
initial boundary subregion, while all these extremal surfaces is contained within the entanglement
wedge of the initial boundary subregion, we thus conclude that these grown extremal surfaces
within the entanglement wedge can indeed detect the information inside the boundary subregion,
which provides an explicit and efficient approach for bulk reconstruction in the entanglement wedge
and also consistent with the idea of subregion duality.
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